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 exe to run on 64-bit (x64) versions of Windows operating systems. 32-bit WOW64 applications can be loaded as a 64-bit
process, or the system can load a separate 64-bit version of the same application. When 64-bit version of an application is

installed and running, it may detect and use WOW64. 32-bit applications, and their 64-bit version will run on WOW64 until the
32-bit version is completely removed from the system. This allows an administrator to disable WOW64 on a computer that is to

be set up for legacy support only, without affecting any applications that still require 32-bit support. WOW64 cannot be
disabled in the BIOS of a computer that is only to be set up for legacy support, but the settings may be removed from the system
using Group Policy (see Windows XP Mode). Alternate 64-bit addresses As described earlier, 32-bit Windows applications can

still run on 64-bit Windows using WOW64. In addition, though, Windows operating systems can assign alternate 64-bit
addresses to the same data as the original 32-bit processes. When a 64-bit process is created with these alternate addresses, it can
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interact with 32-bit data exactly the same way as a 32-bit process. Any and all data used in a process created with these alternate
addresses will be in native 32-bit form. See also NX bit 32-bit application x32 architecture References External links

Introduction to x64 Applications x64 Microsoft Developer's Journal WOW64 Information Page Category:Windows architecture
Category:X86 architecture Category:X86 accelerator cardsQ: Print function in C++ I am making a simple program, which is a

menu system, and a function which is supposed to print the menu. I have made a copy of the menu in the.cpp file, and a copy of
the menu print function in the.h file. I have the menu print working in the.cpp file, but I am having trouble calling the menu

print function in the.h file. Here is my main function: int main() { int choice = 0; do { char choice2; char choice3; 82157476af
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